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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Procedure for the maintenance of IEC publications; a contribution

Apart of the existing official rules, e.g. in the recent TC Newsletter 4, July 1998 or in the related new
IEC form 15, some other requirements should be considered which have not yet taken into account.

This document is an input for the coming discussion at the IEC TC3 meeting in Charlottenlund,
November 1998. The document may also serve as input for the IEC maintenance group

The above referred IEC TC Newsletter provides a good overview of the maintenance procedures.
This document will therefore focus on the maintenance cycles mapping it to industrial needs specify
related consequences.

1.� Type of publication

The new procedures do not take into account the type of publication; i.e. a TC has to differentiate
whether the publication in hand or planned is either a standard of

− Class 1: specifying methods and/or principles or

Examples: IEC 61346-1; IEC 61360-1; IEC 62079; 81714

− Class 2: applying methods and/or principles.

Examples: IEC 61346-4; IEC 61666;

− Class 3: a mixture of Class 1 and Class 2

Examples: IEC 61082; IEC 60617; IEC 61355; IEC 61175; 61346-2

Publications of Class 1 are expected from users and industry to have a long life-cycle accompanied
by a maintenance cycle spanning a long time period between two consecutive editions.

These publications are taken as base for products and/or IT applications in industry etc. Therefore  a
long maintenance period (> 6 y) years should be envisaged.

Publications of Class 2 are expected from users and industry to have a medium/short life-cycle
accompanied by a maintenance cycle spanning a short time period between two consecutive editions.
This is not done today by standards institutions, therefore companies are providing their own add-ons
so that the full advantage cannot be shared by all users.

These publications are applied in products and/or IT systems in industry etc covering industry needs,
i.e. reflecting additional short industrial needs. A request need to be covered within some months.
Therefore  a short maintenance period (< 3 months) should be envisaged supplying the required
flexibility.

IEC 61355 "Classification and designation of documents for plants, systems and equipment" provides
a fine example of a publication of Class 3, consisting of two parts:
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− Principles for a classification of documents and their encoding (= Principles/method part)

− Classification  by tables with description of documents and  their codes (= application part)

1.� How to deal with such maintenance cycles ?

− Maintenance cycles spanning a long time period between two consecutive editions.

These cycles can be managed according to the new available procedures; including some
features established recently by the Sector Board 3, document SB3/32/INF "Principles document".

− Maintenance cycles spanning a short time period between two consecutive editions.

It is common understanding that short period cycles cannot be covered in the existing traditional
way, by editing paper applications. These can be managed only by applying web based IT
applications. For decentralised operations, data base applications using the Web facilities in the
Internet are the most convenient and appropriate way to manage such requirements.

1.� Consequences; Use of IT tools in the Web

− As a first step a TC has to examine each of its publications of which type they are;

− Each publication should be looked at into the light of long lasting stable parts (Class 1) and
flexible parts (Class 2).

 Based on that,  the flexible part reacting quick to industrial needs should be a data base application
within that publication.

 So back to the example of IEC 61355, the table part should be a data base application. The same
applies to the application part of IEC 61346-2. The latter however may not necessarily need to  result
in a data base application if all possibilities of the defined letter codes are fully described, so that no
further extensions are possible.

2.� Outlook

It is planned to see at the TC 3 meeting in Charlottenlund the first prototype of a Web data base fully
replacing in the final stadium the actual paper publication. I. e. in the future, IEC CO may decide to
make a paper print of the actual content of that data base, the STANDARD is the information
contained in the data base.

It is planned to provide via a consortia a prototype containing the principle/method part of a planned
STEP AP 212 companion standard as well as the flexible part in the Web applying a data base.

In the project IEC 62045 "Management data (meta data) associated with documents"  the need for a
web based data base is specified in order to cover future needed data element types.

The actual difficulties arising along with the availability of the IEC reference collection in the Web will
not hinder to proceed in such directions.

____________________


